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Abstract: Marriage reformation is an essential subject matter for the human life because it is related with life and eugenics, it is first duty of national state to raise marriage from a perpetual disgrace to the race and to consecrate, it is an institution, which called to reproduce the lords image and not monstrous beings. The unconstitutional marriage is the most responsible for the destruction of nation, every marriage should happen in order to marriage constitutionalism the root meaning of marriage which caring with especially way in both existence due to admiration and elevation. Other wise marriage will be submitted in child’s play. Motherhood is a vital part of women life, how to conceive an issue and how to nursing the baby after conceive, both physically and mentally, nothing others like than mothers and for this reason mother is a supreme goddess than of all goddess, marriage and sex is not equal matter, sex is a small part of human life but married life is very much longer. There are many contributing and also many getting are involved to the span. The married life is the best part of all part of life. It was called in Aryan culture.
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I. Introduction

I have seen from my childhood, how to destroy the conjugal life, how to destroy their whole family and above all, their wretched children, in that case this was hurt to me. I thought at that time how to solve this disaster, I believe in mans Instinet and passion, anyway I have decided to play something about it and I proceed gradually. I have seen how much consist of humanity, selfish consideration and corruption in all over the world, most of the problems have been hidden in the unconstitutional marriage. The different organization have tried in different way to breed the more Bette qualified animal among their classes, but we did not thought about mankind, whereas have said the human race is the best of an animal classes.

II. Reformation Of Marriage System

At first we have require to know, what is marriage and what is that utility, most of the people have known, what happen today in the World different kind of corruption have been spread in every corner but why? This question is rising in everywhere, one of the question is crisis of humanity question no. two. The selfish consideration of political administration and the highly important question is ignorance of Eugenie marriage reformation is the noble action then any others because it is related with human life on eugenics. The root meaning of marriage specially coming with both existence due to respect admiration and elevation, other wise marriage will be making in childs play and young couple should be dependable with one and another they are not fulfillment without one and another, each has what the other has not, each completes the other and is completed by the other. It is difference of nature, which is part of the evolution to develop not to destroy as it is always the part of evolution to develop organic difference and not to produce their artificial assimilation difference as I say, but not a seal of superiority or inferiority who can say whether it is nobler to be husband or to be wife, to be mother or to be son? Enough of the idle conundrums, which are as cynical as they are senseless, everything depends on how the part of is played, how near each one of us comes to the higher ideal how our life is worked out, the various problem of marriage should be considered before a actual marriage

1) The question of age
2) The question of health and heredity
3) The question of Physical examination
4) The question of preparation for marriage
5) The question of delayed procreations
6) The highly important question of compatibility physical or psyche on which so often the happiness of marriage rests

Large numbers of men and women are condemned to the society of an utterly un congenial companion with embittering consciousness that escape is practically impossible, in this circumstances happier relations with others are sought such relations have some almost inevitable drawbacks, they are liable to emphasis sex unduly to be exciting and disturbing and it is hardly possible that day should being any real satisfaction of the
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Instinet if the men and women’s are united with one another in marriage reformation then the development of desirable trains and characteristics that intangible something which we called personality while marriage system will be rectified and till then social atmosphere will be purified.

III. The Effect Of Unconstitutional Marriage

Most of the people pick their partners of life with less care than their partners in business, they utilize less caution in the selection of a husband or a wife then in the choice of a cook or in the purchase of a car or cow, under the influence of our amorous emotion, the beloved assumes an importance ludicrously out of proportion with the realities, his or her virtues are magnified, while we turn the blind spot of the mind upon our lovers …., the path of human passion and the path of marriage is strewn with too much wreckage to justify mans faith in the intuitions of love the unconstitutional marriage is the most responsible for the destruction of the nation. Every marriage should be establishment in order to marriage constitutionalism. I do not know have any same young couple can risk the hazard of marriage involving heavy responsibilities to words each other, their progeny, society without subjecting themselves to the tests, provided by chemistry biology and psycho analysis before making his final choice, the modern lovers consult sex science like other science, it is not infallible but it can prevent certain obvious blunders and repair other. They may believe that they are in love with each other, where as their temperament demands a partner of a fundamentally different type, many fold and far reaching influence the whole structure of society but in every country at every time, have been the influence which have grown up from the root-fallacy in the marriage relation more over how intoxicating indeed, how Penetrating like a most precious wine is that love which is the sexual transformed into the emotional and spiritual and what a loss- is its unbridled waste along physical channels, so nothing is so much to be dreaded between lovers as the vulgarization of love and that is the rock upon which marriage so often splits.

A man’s needs and desire are not confined to his own life the failures of the community are his success, according as the community success or fails, his own growth is nourished or impeded – impeded growth in the individual depends on many contacts with other people which are of the nature of cooperation. When marriage and maternity are of less supreme interest there are various results the chief of which are as follows-

Women’s grow dollish; sink mare or less consciously to man’s level; gratify his desire and even his selfish caprices but exact in turn luxury and display growing vain as grows sordid; thus while submitting, conquering and tyrannising over him content with present worthily pleasures, unmindful of the post, the future or the above- failing to respect herself as a productive organism; seeks independence comes to know very plainly what she want; perhaps becomes intellectually emancipated – she perhaps even affects mannish ways. Unconsciously copying from those not most manly, comes to fit that she has been robbed of something always expecting but never finding. She thus successively turn to arts, science, literature and reform; craves specially work that she cannot do and seeks slily for feelings which have never found their legitimate expression.

IV. Marriage And Sex

Some of the people have thought that marriage is nothing but also sexual contact in that case, I can say, there are too much difference between marriage and sex, these are not equal subject- Sex is a part of life, this is a gift of nature it is also worshipful to the mankind, this is not only for physical enjoyment it also enlightened our both beings, if we are united with legitimate way, fundamentally when we are loosing our personality and inclined to the sexual hungry, till then we are going to be ruined and it will appear in danger in font our life. When a men was impressed by a women in according to manner and behavior and for this, that manner was born to the women’s womb, when sex is converted to the love and then this will became to a heaven. So be careful to conjugal partners, it they became a well organize, their passion and then they will getting a noble issue. An another side the married life was very longer, there have been many contributing and also many getting the married life is the best platform then all other platform in the whole life. This was called in Aryan culture.

V. Mother Hood

Mother is the Supreme Goddess among all universe. This is vital question of the article- only who can measure the life of a issue in both physically and mentally and for this only she would be mother, an issue maybe superior or inferior, that’s depend on his mother because when a women was pregnancy and how to provide herself both physically and mentally and subsequently that impression have grown in the earth, have seeing in the nature no one seeds can develop without nourishment. The soil is not fertile the seeds cannot be elevated and growth so this is not a matter of joke every nation or country have to turn look at the chapter otherwise society will not belong an better issue have a maximum responsibility of women’s life for the making of a child’s life from conceive to till adult and therefore, it was called, nothing others like than mothers.
VI. Conclusion

Many fold and far reaching, influence the whole structure of society but in every country of every time have been the influence which have grown up from the root - policy in the marriage relation. It is the first duty of a national state to raise marriage from perpetual disgrace to the race and to consecrate it is an institution, which called to reproduce the lord image.

Love is what gives intrinsic value to a marriage- it is one of the supreme things which make human life worth preserving. Nothing is so destructive of instinctive liking as thwarted purpose and unsatisfied needs, and nothing facilitates co-operation – so much as companion, instinctive liking fundamentally life is an art, how to live and how to enjoy everything are art as a soldier, a soldier cannot fight against his opponent soldier without training every human being just like an soldier.